Important: Please read these instructions carefully prior to installation. Please refer to your fitting instruction to ensure that the alloy tray is installed correctly. Check the contents of this kit before commencing fitment and report any discrepancies.

Fitment to HD crossbars requires the use of:

**HD-FK5**

**MAXIMUM LOAD CAPACITY 7kg**

### Item Component Name Qty Part No.
1. Rubber Pad 2 M665
2. Multi Purpose Holder 2 M624
3. Universal Clamp - Upper 2 M529
4. Universal Clamp - Lower 2 M530
5. Rubber Strap 2 M666
6. M6 x 40mm Security Screw 4 B085-BLK
7. M6 x OD12.5 Flat Washer 4 W003-BLK
8. M6 Hex Nut 4 N022-BLK
9. M6 x 22mm Security Screw 2 -
10. M6 x 25mm Security Screw 2 B137
11. M6 Spring Washer 2 W004
12. M6 x OD16 Flat Washer 2 W031
13. M6 Plate Nut 2 N025
14. Allen Key 1 -
15. Fitting Instructions 1 R315

---

**Tools Required**

Security Allen Key (provided in kit)

**Care Instruction**

Clean product prior to fitting the Multi-Purpose Holder.

---
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**UNIVERSAL FITMENTS**

1. **Fit Hardware to Universal Holder**

   Ensure the nuts are fitted securely to the under side of the lower clamp. Fit the rubber strap to the single post and loosely fit hardware to one side of holder only.

   ![Assembled View](image1.png)

   **M6 Nut (pre-assembled)**
   **Lower Clamp**
   **M6 x 40mm Security Bolt**
   **(For HD crossbar use HD-FK1)**
   **M6 x OD12.5mm Flat Washer**
   **Lower Clamp**

2. **Fit RMPHU to Crossbar**

   Fit the RMPHU to the crossbar with the rubber strap on the inside of the vehicle. Swing the universal camp around the crossbar and fasten in position with hardware shown below.

   ![Assembled View](image2.png)

   **M6 x 40mm Security Bolt**
   **(For HD crossbar use HD-FK1)**
   **M6 x OD12.5mm Flat Washer**
   **Strap to inside of vehicle**
Fitting Directly to Crossbars

A  Remove Upper Clamp from RMPHU

Remove the upper clamp from the multi-purpose holder using the allen key provided in kit.

![Finished Part]

B  Fit Hardware to RMPHU Referring to Guide Below

Loosely fit the hardware specified below to the RMPHU holder.

![VA Crossbar (in-line fitment)]

![VA Crossbar (perpendicular fitment)]

- M6 x 25mm Security Screw
- Spring Washer
- M6 x OD16 Flat Washer
- M6 Plate Nut

![Pioneer Plank]

- M6 x 25mm Security Screw
- Spring Washer
- M6 x OD16 Flat Washer
- M6 Plate Nut

![HD Crossbar (Fit Kit HD-FK5 Required)]

- M6 x 32mm Security Screw
- Spring Washer
- M6 x OD16 Flat Washer
- M6 Channel Nut

![Aero Crossbar (in-line fitment)]

![Aero Crossbar (perpendicular fitment)]

- M6 x 22mm Security Screw
- Spring Washer
- M6 x OD16 Flat Washer
- M6 Plate Nut
C  Fit Strap and Slide RMPHU Assembly Into Crossbar
Slide the RMPHU assembly into the crossbar/plank with the rubber strap on the inside of the vehicle. Make sure that the plate nut inserts into the C channel of the crossbar.

D  Position RMPHU on Crossbar and Tighten
Slide the RMPHU assembly into position and tighten in place with the allen key provided in kit. For heavy duty crossbar fitments make sure that the channel nut rotates within the crossbar as shown below.